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ABSTRACT. 
U?;h charge atata ioaa can ba produced by electron 

hosastdaaiit .inaide targets «hen the target electron 
density n (em"3) multiplied by tha ion transit tin» 
through the target T (aec) is : n-r > 5.lo'cm*3sec. The 
relative velocity between electrons and iona déterminée 
the balance between stripping and capture i.e. the 
final ion chargestate. (In a atrippar foil faat ions 
interact with alow electrons involving typically 
• . KH'eaT 3, T - IO~ | 4 ,aec). In the E.C.K. aoarce a 
«•Id ion plasna created in a first stage diffuses 
alow?y through a aecond stage containing a hot E.C.K. 
plesaa with n > 3.IO l ,cn" J and T > KT^sec. Continuous 
beans of aeveral uA of C 4* *'* Be»* A 1 1 * are extracted 
froa Che aecond stage with normalised omittances of 
• 0.5* un mrad. the abeencc of cathodes and plasaa area 
makes the source very robust, reliable and well-fitted 
for cyclotron injection. A super conducting source is 
mmse? development. 

QmEKALITIES. 

•igh charge atata ion beans for positive ion acce
lerators can ba produced by electroc bombardment of 
•ton* and ions in a plaaaa or by stripping of feat iona 
ia a foil or gas. In electron bombardment sources, tha 
ions aove alow}y at around thermal velocities, and tha 
•lacerons more at much higher velocities. Since it is 
Che relative velocity of tha electrons and ions which 
ia iaportant, tha high charge states can also ba pro
duced by passing accelerated iona through a atrippiag 
Coil or gaa call where the electrons have vary low 
valocitiee. 

If one assumas a plasaa in Corona equilibrium 
(i.e. long particle life tiae, step by atap ionisations, 
aad only radiative recombinations) ona can postulate 
that with 100 to 1000 a"» electron temperature», tha 
ions reach the same average charge atate <Z>, as ions 
•f respectively I to 10 MtV/nucleon would reach after 
passing a fas stripper. In Corona plasmas, <Z> only 
depends on electron temperature T,.(fig. I) Unfortuna
tely, in laboratory plasaas the particle lifetime 
ia generally liaitad by insufficient confinement ciae 
T and Corona is not achieved. Under this condition, 
<Z> not only depends on T € (or more accurately on tha 
relative velocity w of electron* and ions) but aleo 
on the electron density n, (cm - 3) and on the exposure 
Eisa of the ions to tha electron bombardment T (sec.) 
(fig. 2),(Fig. 3) give soma computed reaults of this 
M called non stationnary Corona equilibrium. In a 
previous paper* we summarised the Z ion production in 
(our typical cases ss shown in Table I. 

Example b) represents typically the PIC iona sources 
aad the Duoplasmatrona. It also holds for a single 
stage E.C.K. plaemes(HAfIOS sources Pig. 5). 
Example c) holds for foil strippers, ERIS sources, and 
present day multiple stage E.C.K. plasmas (Supermefios 
sources) /I/, 1X1, 111, /*/. Let us alao recall that 
foil strippers.grs strippers aad E.C.R. plasma strippers 
are baaed on the aame collision mechaniem involving 
aimilar relative velocities w of electrons and ions and 
aimilar nt values. The outstanding differences between 
foil strippers or gaa strippers and E.C.K. strippera can 
be aasmarised as follows: In the first caae the aaia 
effort oust be devoted to the HeV/AMB ion production 
(preeccelerator) in the aecond caae to the hot electron 
plaaaa production, (plaaaa confinement structure). Due 
to the high electron density of solid matter (n, , lO 2*) 
if one wants to achieve n T - I0 , 0cm" 3eec in a Stripper 
foil one needs a transit time of only T « - >l0"'*sec. 
where L ia Che foil thickness (- IO"5 cm) and w the ion 
transie velocity (> 10» cm/a.). A aiailar image is 
valid for an E.C.R. plasaa stripper but n being of the 
order of I0 l zcar 3 ona needs var> long ion tranait tinea 
(T meat be - I0~zaec.). The plasms has to be aa thick 
possible (- 100 cm). Even so,the ion tranait velocity 
ought to be - 10* cm/sec. which is seal 1er tl.an the 
thermal velocity of ice cold ions. Only some collision 
dominated ion diffvoion can provide a 10* cm/eec. tran
ait velocity. FtrtiMtaly such tranait velocities exist 
Che aabipolar plaaaa diffusion processus where colli
ding electrons and iona are held together for a while 
in a magnetic structure. The transit time then equala 
the aabipolar diffusion tiae given by the well known 
formulae 

,2, 
•DTP I/O. 

~U 

"«-I 
ca s e c . 

T a w 
cm/f 

Ion charge s t a t e Z 

a) whatever <I0 *V < 2 . I 0 8 No multiply charged i^ns 

b) - I 0 8 <IOOeV < 6 . I 0 8 low Z Multiply charged 
i o n s . 

c ) . I 0 1 0 <5 k*V <4.10 9 totally stripped light 
ions. 

«> . , 0 1 2 <20keV < . 0 1 0 totally stripped heavy ioni 

where L ia tha plaaaa length in the magnetic structure 
•na D / / a - b the aabipolar diffusion coefficient alon^ 
tha plasma. On the other hand, D ^ is proportionnai 
to <v, > 2/ v.,, where <v.> is the average thermal ion 
velocity and 0.. is the Spitser ion/ion collision 
frequency which varies with the plasma density n and Z*. 
One then deduces chat the ion transit time T increases 
proportionally with Z*n. Therefore nT... increases 
automatically whan the average ion charge Z inside tha 
piasna increases. HI. The plaaaa stripping sfficiancy 
can then improve through a feed-back type aachanisa. 

finally E.C.K. strippers are "undestroysble" 
and tha construction of an equivalent E.C.K. «tripper 
lin* is much easier and cheaper than the foil serippar 
line (fig. * ) . 

II - 8TMTECT Of E.C.K. PLASMA «TRIPPERS. 

four iaportant paraaetcrs ars involved in 
stripping. The plasaa density n, the electron 

temperature T c ch* ion exposure time to the electron 
bombardment T, and the residual gas pressura of atom 
density " 0. 
a) flaama density and electron heating problem». 

In tha first E.C.R. plasmas /6/, PI, w* proved 
vary readily that th* gyroresonance of the electrons is 
a powerful1 and reliable acchanism for plasma generation 
allowing adjustable electron heating. 

http://strippers.gr
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Fig. 1 • Fractional abundances of Iron Ion charge 
states, versus electron temperature In Corona 
equilibrium. 
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Fig. 3 - Knowing the theoretical Ionization cross 
sections for step by step stripping one can 
evaluate the most abundant Ion charge state 
Z In a non stationary Corona equilibrium 
versus n.t , for a l l elements. In the present 
graph Te'- 10 keV (Ref. 19/). One can see 
that m > 1 0 1 0 Is necessary for complete 
stripping of Neon and m i 1 0 " for complete 
stripping of Xenon. 

Fig. 2 - Fractional abundances of Neon Ions in non-
stationnary Corona equilibrium, versus n T 
with electron temperature Te » 12 keV. 
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Fig. 4 - Comparative stripper Unes for obtention of 
completely stripped Nitrogen H7* Ion beams. 
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Fig. S - A typical M»f1os Ion source for vapor Ion pro-
inside the fflultlmode 
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Tetse ratait* «ara obtained (without cathodes and area) 
simply by feediag eierowave pottar into a magnetic atmc-
tmre whan eh* resonance condition MU_ » « ia fullf i l -
lad somewhere. Tha sowar transfer efficiency from the 
microwaves co tha plasma alactroaa ia generally excellent 
(90 t - IOC Z) and tha powar coupling techniques simple 
sad wall known (cavities, waveguides or antennas). 

Tha plaaaa density a ia however limited by 
tht cutoff density for wave penetration, (n „ -
«*, n* c*) and commercially available CH microwave 
generators ia tha Hi raaga do not deliver frequencies 
higbar than 36 OU. Typically for 10 OU and I k V 
tha plaaaa dantity caa reach s IO ,2cm*3 and with «re
seat day aicrowawa source* n„ will not exceed IO l 3enT3. 

Tha electron.beating ia a quite eaeier problem. A» a ast-
tar of fact, if tha raaonant acceleration is not too auch 
hiadarad ay colliaioaal damping, kaV electrons are 
rapidly produced and aniltiply charged ioaa ara treated. 
Without any precautions concernine the magnetic comf i-
aaaeat atrocture or value* of - 10* ca"3»ec. ware 
obtained (T < I0~*see.) in tha HAFIOS sources rig. 5. 

h) lea and alectron l i f e time problem*. 

Lot ns assume that electron beating i s no longer 
a problea ia E.C.R. plaaaaa and re? electrons are 
alwaya available. If one ôw wants totally stripped 
light ions (auch as 0*+ \'°* « t c . , 1 (Fig. 3) show* 
that a_t oust be of the order of I0'°ca~ 3eec. As n, 
i s limited by tba présent day commercially available 
microwave frequencies, one eeea the need of long ion 
exposure tines(T > I0~3»ec.) i . e . ioa confinenent. 
now aaotber difficulty arisaa. / $ / . 

ta t us consider the flux of electron energy that 
i s required to aatisfy tha stripped ion production. 
Writing w for R.M.S. electron velocity, this flux 
equals 

• . - • a * " T . T i o . / 2 

For totally stripped light ion* wa naed 

« - IO , 0 ,T g - 5 keV, (w - * . l0 9 ca/a . ) 

If then T equals I sac., $m becoae* . I» U/cm 2 . 

Rowtver w* know that in the bast plaaaa devices, 
tba ion l ife tiaa hardy reaches I0~ 2eec. Under these 
conditions, the experimentalist has to create inside 
bis stripper box sn impressive alectron powar flux of 
. I,» MW/ca2. 

l a also aust keep in aind that «very décrasse in 
ion lifetiaa nust be compensated by sn increasa of 
n # k T (I .e . by an increase of tba aicrovsve power 
input Into the plasna). For a quasi continuous B.C.I. 
plasaa regime one sees iaaediately the strong activation 
for not only achieving long ion exposure tines but also 
confinement for the electrons so that they dissipsta 
their kinetic energy after «ore than one pass by an 
ion. With a «icrovav* power of a few kW tha only 
reasonable way for achieving a continuous flux of 
1,6 MV/ca consists in cresting a eaall alectron flow 
of 1st us say 1,6 kW/ca2 (T, - 5keV,0,3»mp/ca2) and 
fereisg this flow to pass a thousand tines through the 
plasm» (and the ssas I cn 2/plane), before getting lost . 
In other words to trap the hot electron and tha ions 
ia an efficient plasna confinement systea, such ê$, 
tot example, a high performance airror device. 

For these purposes we built a magnetic bottle with 
a •_ ; -«__ structure obtained by superimposing a sole-
n o i s a ï ^ S haxapolar magnetic field. Such a structure 
suppresses générally plana* turbulence and iaprovea 
both electron and ioa lifetimes. 

c) Tba neutral pressure problan and the extracted bean 
current. 

In a fo i l stripper, with HeV/aucleon ioaa. tha 
charge exchange problems caa be neglected. In t a E.C.I, 
plaaaa stripper, where the ions are cold, chatge exchan
ge caa only be avoided if the presence of neutral atone 
ia minimised inside the plaaaa. Therefore background 
preaaurea of p - IO"*"Torr are desired if one wants to 
obtain high Z charged ions. However i t i - difficult to 
reach lo'*çm~3 slaeaa density by ionis.ii.» a neutral gas 
of only I0"'ca~- back ground density. For this reasons 
we divided the source into two stages. In a first stage 
where the preasure is high, we create a dense cold F..C.R. 
plasma which diffuses towards a second stsge where the 
pressure is a» low as possible. In this second atage hot 
electrons sre generated and confined in the ainiaua • 
structure and tha cold ions are stripped gradually 
during their transit. The pumping faci l i t ies must be 
adjusted to the plssaa losses in the acripper box becau
se tba ions and electrons hitting the walla are retrana-
formed into neutral gas .and represent a heavy gas load. 

Therefore i t would be interesting to minimise the 
plasma volume i . e . the plrsms diameter. However we are 
rapidely limit id in this direction by the ion current 
one wants to extract. 

As the ions in the E.C.k. stripper sra theraalised 
by the col l is ions, one needs as in ordinary sources an 
ion extraction systen in order to obtain transportsbla 
ion beaaa. If we want to extract froa the plasma, let us 
suppose 5 . I 0 1 3 io.-s/s ia the scat abundant charge 
state <Z> (which represents about 10 Z of the tota l ) , 
we have to extract a total - 5.10 iona/s. S being the 
area of the hole of the extractor, we have to satisfy 
the relation ^ 

Knowing that tba thermal speed of cold ions v i s 
about I0 5 cm/*., S would be • 1 cm2. I t reaults that 
tha area of the plasna within the lource aust be irenter 
than I cm2 in jrder to cover the extraction bole. If 
we accept that 5 Z of the plasma ions sre extracted 
(this ia rather a large number for a continuous ion 
source) than the lost ions represent a gas flow of 
3.1C"*Torr 1/sec. As we want IO~*Torr pressures, 
30 000 1/s, of pumping would be necessary in the second 
ftage.Obviously one has to find s conpronise. However 
to maximise punping speeds in our E.C.K. stripper 
source (SuTCKMAFIOS) the second stsga i s imposing. The 
diameter of the vacuor chamber i s 35 cm. 

This has to be paid in terms of electrical consump
tion in tha bain structure ( . 3 MM) to establish the 
necessary magnetic volume (Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b). 

I l l - PUCTIFTIOW OF THE SOOTCt SuTEKHAFIOS ». 

This i s the nana of our last version plssaa stripper. 
(Fig. 7b). 

The source i s characterised by i t s big geoaetricsl 
dimensions, offering adequate ccnductence for punping 
in the stripper stage (In total, more than 10 000 1/s. 
by diffusion puaps to which is sdded 30 000 1/s by Tita
nium pump). The device works in 2 stsges. The first 
stags i s a plssns injector (gas pressure I0' z - IO"*Torr) 
where we create by a first alectron cyclotron resonance 
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JU. 7 a et b - Multistage ECR strippers. 
1 • gas Injection - 2 • Waveguide for tht l"stage (16 GHz) 
4 • Cold plasma diffusing towards tht stripper stage - 5 - Havtguldt for tht second stage (8 GHz) • 6 

i*t. 3 • 1 s t stagt ECR plasma Injecter (10"3Torr) -
Second 

stage containing the hot (~ 10 keV) electron plasma (p - lO'^Torr) -, 7 - Kexapole - 8 - Titanium pump 
9 • Axial magnetic field profile - 9' - Radial magnetic field In 2 n d stage - 10 - Extraction hole (B. 2500 Gauss)* 
10'- Extraction hole In ferromagnetic shield Hn<\ expansion cup (B, 0 Gauss) - 11- Pwnplngs - 12- Extractor • 
13 - Faraday cup - 14 - Deflecting magnets • IB - Movable emlttance meter. 
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(uaaftil power H.F, < I kW, B ^ p | - « ^ - 2» 16.to9!*. 
B, > 0,6 Taala) a cold plasma which can already contain 
ions of low charged atata*. Thoa, we do not have any 
filananta, nor alactrodaa in thie in jactor 

Aftar a diffarantial pumping (gas praaaura - 10 
T O R ) a aacond stage ia conatitatad by tba «agnatic 
structure with B • . towarda which diffusa* tha 
injactad plaaaa and whose alactrom oadargo a aacoad 

-7 

cyclotronic raaonaaca (oaafal powar »___ goaa fron 
I to 5 kW. m g n - « ^ - 2w B.IO'HS, B ? - 0,3 Taala). 
Taia raaonanca baata tba e'ectrome op to aa anargy of 
I to 10 kef), gy aabipolar diffusion, tba ion» aad tha 
electrons ara ratainad aoaa tiaa in tba aagnatic struc
ture, lara tha ionising collisions of tha electrons 
with ion» contribues to incraaaa tha aeaa charge atata 
<Z> of tba ions. 

Tha attraction bola is located at tba and of tha 
aagaatic bottlt in a 2500 Gauss B fiald (• - I,4 ca). 
In onr previrua «ara ions (TtlFUHAFIOS, SUFtSHAFIOS 
"A") Fig. 7a,/5//6/ tha extractor waa located behind 
• plaaaa expansion volume iaaida a low B field. However 
oar expérimente showed that tha basa quality ia not 
affected by a strong aegnetic field, whereas aore 
carrant can be extracted because toe plaaaa deneity ia 
not dilated. 

if - prangqrrAL BESBLTS OF SWPHAFIOS "B". 
typical results concerning corcents, norma

lised aaittancstc (nam.m rad) and ion charge are given 
ia the Table 2. They indicate the «saber of particles/ 
aec delivered continuously by tba source with 12 kV 
extraction and transported to tha omittance aatar aud 
Faraday cup (Fig."T> ) (distance - 300 en). 
fig.S shows an Argon Ion spectrum aad ion carrant versus 
extraction 
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be obtained with a specially adapted eyetea. In addition, 
M could easily improve the present performances by mi-
niaiaing charge exchange through atill better vacuus 
penning. In aitu "cryopuaping would in thia caaa be 
aeceaaary". But wa arrived to the crucial question : 
Is it worthwhile to install cryogenics without Super
conducting aagaatic coils ? 

The electric power cenaunptioa of 3 HH is excessive 
for many utilisera. Superconducting coila would there
fore be an attractive solution. 

T - TBI SPFEaXOBDUCTIHC PROJECTS. : CKTOWnOS. 

Différants versions are proposed. In the simplest 
project, only the second stage ia superconducting which 
reduced tba electrical power consumption to - 150 kU. 
In another version, tha device ia all Superconducting 
but tha vacuun chamber remains at room temperature aad 
the vacuun pumps are located outside like in Fig. 13 
Eventually in a high performance project, parte of tha 
walla are at 20*K providing an important additional 
cryopmaping /10^(10 liters ot liquid He/hour).Let ueesphasi 
that the Superconducting B.C.». atrippars would allow 
ns, to increase tha magnetic field and subsequently to 
utilise higher frequencies in tha resonance tones. In 
thia caaa the bot electron density, n, which ia propor
tionnai to w|f, could also be increased. Such a change 
would not only iaprova the factor Ot/No but tlso n,t 
becauee the diffusion time ia proportionnai to 

T7I72 
the cut off den-

whereat the routine working density 
is if tha order of 3.1o"cm" 3). If tha frequency of BF2 
could be raised up to 16 or 36 GHz tha electron density 
should achieve respectively 1,2 IO , 2cn" 3 and 6 IO l zcn~ 3. 
Bow let os supposa two eventualities : 

S12B : 

By increasing u,.- wa only increase n,, the diffusion 
tiaa T remaining constsnt (extra losses due to some 
unforeseen turbulence). Fig. 14 then indicates what 
kind of Z ion cbarg» osn be reached in Cryoasfios if 

(<VJ?> tp7T 
(presently in the se 
ei'-y is 8.IO nca" 3 

i.e. 

Fig. 9) shows some eaittance shapes aad values and 
Fig. 10) a typical Nitrogen ion spectrum containing 
also high charge state impurity ions. Fig. Il) compares 
Nitrogen ion currents versus Z with tha behaviour of 
tba theoretical cross section ratio for step by step 
ionisation 

Fig. 12) Compara» yields of Nitrogen ion currants 
obtained with different sources. 

The multistage E.C.K. strippar source wa» under ope
ration from 1974 to 1977. It allowed us to study 
different probleas such a» th« beat magnetic structure, 
the wave plasma interaction» and the wall problems. The 
performances were gradually improved. However not one 
•ingle break down or erosion failure occured inside 
the source fur - 2000 working hours t The only troubles 
wa encountered ware trivial and due to breakdown of 
external supplies. Let us notice that tha extraction 
system was not optimised and better ion currents will 

one utilises commercially available microwave gene
rators, and recalling that tha supraconducting coils 
•ra capable of furnishing the corresponding B field 
for E.C.B. Totally etripped ions up to Xenon are 
expected. 

b) Theoreticel_extrapolation : 
Not only.nt riaas but alao t, because Tis proportion-
nel to Z . . . n*. By increasing the density up to 

_ -* - , - A>3 , . . 20 n,, T 20 (ji) T and n 2 T 2 becomes such 
that all the ions up to Uranium will be completely 
•tripped in Cryomafios. 

At last, but not least, the Cryomafios rource would 
be cheaper than the classical version (because in the 
présent ease the magnetic power supplies end coils c.-e 
tha most expansive part of the device) and as well, it 
would enable its settlement on a high voltage plateform. 

VI - TBI PERMAHIWr MAGNET HULTISTACE E.C.R. STE1PPER . 

Knowing exactly the optimal magnetic configuration 
of Supermafios "I" wa came to the conclusion that the 
second stage can be build with upto date permrncnt 
magnets provided that WL._, does not exceed 10 CHz. In 
other words, the present day performance» are achievable 
in a Supermafios "B" version with the electrical power 
consumption minimized to < 200 kW, A small two stage 
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NITROGEN & 

IMPURITIES 

f ig. Sa - Argon Ion Spectrin colltctto on the Faraday 

8b - ÂP*current versus extraction voltage. 
Neutral pressure In the stripper stege 2.10"'Torr. 
Microwave power ? m i . 0,15 kH, f ^ - 2 W 

Fig. 9 - Typical Argon bean ealttances for A** A 9* 

„ H1 a o, c« o« 
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Fig. 10 - Nitrogen charge state distribution. 
10 a) Pwfl - 0,1 kW, P | J H F 2 > 1,1 kW. p - 2.10'7Torr 
10 b) ? w f l - 0,1 kH, 9 m z • 1,5 Ml, p - 2.10"7Torr 

By Increasing the Microwave power in the stripper stage, 
T. increases and reaches the threshold._ For cmplet 
stripping of light Ions. tO*. <fl* and C 5 + Ions appear 
in the spectrua. 
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F1o. 11 - Nitrogen beam currents and beam emittances 
' versus Ion charge state Z at 10 kV extraction. 

The dashed lin* Indicates the theoretical 
ratio of step by step Ionization for 5 keV 
electrons. 
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Fig. 12 - Comparative nitrogen Ion yields for different 
ion sources. 



M M source is now under construction for testa. First 
results are expected in early 1979. {Tit. 15). 

TIT - CflRCLUSIOR. 

The multistage E.C.t. stripper devices are today the 
only highly stripped ion sources enabling; continuous 
or long duration pulsed retinas with stable and intense 
beans and adequate enittances. Therefore tlwy looks 
like the U K tool for cyclotrons where the energy 
par nucléon could be rapicly increased by a factor 4 
to i just by eliminating the obsolete PIC sources and 
utilising E.C.I strippers, but by nature they are 
external sources and have Co be adapted and settled on 
a separated high voltage plateform. For synchrotron 
injection, they ce-, easily work with short pnlses, 
and their working pressure in the range of « I0~* Terr 
•ekes then well fitted with respect to gas back-
elf fusion canting fron the accelerator. Let us also 
recall that an E.C.t. stripperline, is unci, cheaper 
than the usual foil or gas stripperline and that the 
E.C.t. stripper is not life-tia» linited. 

E.C.t. •trippers are not only fitted for accele
rators, but also for fund ansntal research on heavy 
ions. They furnish quasi noiseless beams which bscone 
after selection excellent targets of stripped ions 
with densities of the order of < 10 es. . These targets 
enable cross section neasurenents for ionisation, 
recombination, excitâtion etc... in a range of ion 
charge states never studied before. 

Raw microwave power generators (called gyrotrons) 
in the range up to 120 CBs will be commercially laun
ched in the next five years. Combined with a superconduc
ting stripper stage titty will enable the production 
of completely stripped heavy ion beams for cyclotron 
injection. 
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IR this version the pumping is c-'asslcal, but th* magne
tic field «an reach 1,4 T in the stripper stau* resonance. 
Then tsgj • 55 GHz and ug^ - 36 GHz. 

. i - 1** ECU stage 

. 2 - 2™ EC» stripper stage 
°. - Vacuus pumps 
D - differential pumping Box 
M. - microwave windows 
SI • Super isolation 
S.- - solenoids 
H - hexapole 
H.T - Liquid Hellw Tank. 
T - Vacuus Tank E - extraction electrodes. 

fCD) ... 
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!pr»s«.-!tl 
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»Clc»*ni» 

Fig. 14 - CryoMflos I I possibilities : 
BT8i"Superconducting magnets ( i .e . Increasing B) one can 
utilize 36 GHz In the Stripper stage. A very pessimistic 
extrapolation shows that rig * 6.10 1 2cn" 3 and ntx *\0»cm~h 
will be reached, and completely stripped Xenon Ions pro
duced. A mort realistic extrapolation predicts conpltte-
1y stripped U"*1ens. 
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Fig. 15 - rtlcrwiaflos I . 
This ECR stripper Is a mtniaturlztd 
SuperMflos with only 53 kVf 
Electric power consumption. 
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